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Quick tips

So here’s the thing; there’s nothing wrong with traditional marriage

vows. They highlight some of the excellent reasons why people get

hitched in the first place. The ‘love’ and ‘support’ and stuff - it’s all

relevant. But what is not relevant is the language that is used to

communicate those reasons. ‘Until death do us part’, ‘take thee’ and

‘thereto I plight thee my troth’ is not the way we speak in 2016.

So although some brides and grooms prefer to go traditional, a growing

number of couples are searching for a more personalised and authentic

voice for their marriage vows. We want honest, moving, sometimes

funny and always real vows. And let’s face it, we want to write them as

quickly as possible. There are several different ways to go about the

process of writing your own wedding vows, but this is one of the

quickest and most fun.

Best of luck!

Let’s make this easy

fun and quick..
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How, when and why?

Can you remember HOW, WHEN or WHY 
you knew you wanted to be with your fiancé 
for the rest of your life?

Bonus points for remembering a funny story about it. 

Like; “I knew that we were two halves of the same walnut

when you pushed past a child to get the last cupcake from the buffet.” 

Or, “When you stood up to sing the national anthem at the football 

and then sat down on your cup of hot chips with sauce, 

I knew we were made for each other.”

All you need is a sentence or two. 

Write your answer on page 6.
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adorable

attractive

beautiful

brilliant

caring

charming

committed

dedicated

delightful

devoted

elegant

engaging

exciting

funny

giving

good-natured

gracious

handsome

happy

inspirational

lovable

lovely

loving

magnificent

passionate

perfect

romantic

sensitive

sentimental

soft-hearted

sophisticated

special

steadfast

striking

stunning

superb

sweet

thoughtful

unselfish

welcoming

wonderful

worldly

CHOOSE YOUR OWN 
ADVENTURE
The ‘reasons why I love you’

cheat sheet

Circle a minimum of 3 descriptive words for your fiancé 
and add them to page 6.
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If you could make only 3 promises 
to your future husband or wife, what would they be?

Here are some examples to get you started:

• to always listen to and support them

• encourage and inspire

• to have fun and be adventurous

• appreciate and respect

• laugh and cry with

• be open and honest

• share their hopes, thoughts and dreams

• grow with them through the years

• to be kind and unselfish

Write your answers on page 6.

Promises
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN 
ADVENTURE

Hopes for the future

What are your dreams and plans for your life together?

What are you looking forward to most of all? 

Is it simply waking up beside them for the rest of your life 

or is it something more complex?

Here are some examples to get you started:

• build a house/home

• travel

• start/continue a family

• study

• conquer the world in your careers

• grow old and wrinkly/fabulous/cranky

Write your answers on page 6.
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How/when/why I knew I wanted to be with my fiancé 
for the rest of my life:

Reasons I love my fiancé:

My promises:

Hopes for the future:
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Okay. 
Now grab a tea or coffee or beverage of your choice 
and work with your answers until your vows make sense. 
You’re aiming for short, sweet and concise.

Something like;

Matt, I knew pretty much straight away 

that we would make a great team. 

You are the most kind, generous and caring man I have ever met; 

and you make me laugh until I snort. 

I promise to keep you on your toes, 

to learn to cook for 4, so you’re never hungry, 

and to always give you space when Port Power lose. 

I can’t wait to explore the world and grow old with you. 

Now it’s your turn.

Go!
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Pulling it together
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